Thanks For The Memory (Bob Hope version)
Words & Music by Leo Robin & Ralph Rainger

4/4  C

G7       C       C       -       Gdim      G7       -
Thanks for the memory, to all our men in blue our troops in khaki
C       Gdim       -       G7       Gdim       -       Dm7
too. Our tough Marines, our Coast Guard, our Army nurses too,
Dm       Fm       -       G7
we thank you so much.

G7       C       C       -       Gdim      G7       -
Thanks for the memory, you made a sacrifice and paid a heavy
C       Gdim       -       G7       Gdim       -       Dm7
price. You fought for all our freedoms without even thinking twice,
Dm       Fm       -       G7
we thank you so much

G7       C       C       -       Gdim
Thanks for the memory, simple words will have to do, to share
G7       -       C       Gdim       -       G7
our gratitude with you. You served your country, when it called
Gdim       -       Dm       Dm(3)       -       G7       C       -       F       C
So much was asked of you. We thank you so much.

Gdim 0 1 0 1  Fm 1 0 1 3